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UTSA IED

• The UTSA Institute for Economic Development (IED) provides 
ongoing:

• Consulting
• Training
• Technical research and information services in tandem with 

University-based assets and resources, and other state, 
federal and local agencies, to facilitate economic, 
community, and business development throughout the 79 
Counties of South Texas and the Border Region plus 
Oklahoma and Louisiana.

• www.iedtexas.org

http://www.iedtexas.org/


Our Service Areas

• San Antonio
• Alpine
• Austin
• Corpus Christi
• Eagle Pass

• El Paso
• Laredo
• Rio Grande Valley
• San Angelo
• Victoria



Our Services

Services provided…

One on One 
Counseling

Trainings, Town Halls & 
Networking Events
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CGC Programs

1. COVID Business Recovery Accelerator
⁃ Assisting small businesses in the area of COVID business recovery

2. Texas Cybersecurity Compliance Program
⁃ A collaboration with the IED, UTSA Center for Infrastructure Assurance and Security (CIAS) and SBDCs

throughout the state of Texas to provide the Texas Cybersecurity Compliance Program (TCCP)
3. Cybersecurity for Small Businesses
⁃ Provides awareness through training, one-on-one assistance with the cybersecurity action plan development and 

implementation working with other UTSA specialty centers on cybersecurity
4. Small Business Emergency Preparedness
⁃ Assist small businesses with preparing for disasters, business interruptions and being ready for anything 

5. Employer Services
⁃ Provides direct assistance to small business employers in the areas of employment practices, regulatory 

compliance, job site safety, drug-free workplace, and effective HR management



Small Business Essentials

1. Strong business plan
2. Marketing plan / strategy
3. Customer focus and engagement
4. Capital
5. Patience
6. Persistence
7. Cybersecurity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are all essential elements that a small business needs. None of these on the list should be new to you. B



Agenda

 Why
 Common Threats
 “Emerging” Threats
 Q & A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is our agenda for today. First we going to discuss why we are even talking about cyber threats. We’ll touch briefly on the common cyber threats that most of us are familiar with and then I’m going to dive into about 17 threats that are emerging that all small businesses should be familiar with. Then we’ll finish up with by answering any questions that you may have. If I don’t have an answer to a question, I’ll research it and email the answer out to all the participants.One other note, a lot of the information that I’m going to be presenting was obtained from a Splunk report titled Top 50 Security Threats. So why are we talking about cyber threats? (Next slide)



Why?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It's common to hear about a new cyber attack taking place. Data breaches are incredibly common these days and can impact businesses of ALL sizes. Large companies, like Amazon or Walmart, spend millions on cyber security every year. They have dedicated staff and managed detection and response services to combat threats. If a threat is detected, it can be quickly identified and addressed, reducing the risks associated with that particular threat.Small businesses are at a much greater risk. Their information is easier to access and they simply don't have the resources to prevent breaches, let alone track down the cyber criminals responsible. Ask yourself this question; If you were a hacker, which attack would be more likely to succeed? Cyber criminals are after the targets that have the highest success rate and that comes from small businesses and individuals.Therefore, it is important that small businesses at least understand the threats that they may face on their networks. With this information known, you’ll hopefully be able to identify a threat and take mitigating actions or call in external assistance before damage is done. That is what we are going to do today. We are going to look at the cyber threats for 2021.



{Title}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cyber threats are not something that is new to you. At the very least, all of you know the Nigerian Prince who is trying to get his fortunes out of the country! Along with phishing, the more common threats include: Denial of Service, or DOS attack; Insider threat; Social Engineering; Malware; and Ransomware. Let’s look at Ransomware. Ransomware has actually been around since the late 1980’s. However, ransomware as we know it today, didn’t take off in the mainstream until much later. Ransomware, as a service, didn’t really take off until 2016. Back then, the average small business knew nothing about ransomware and more than likely associated it with human kidnapping rather than a cyber threat. The Wannacry ransomware in 2017 and Maze ransomware in 2020 really brought this threat to the forefront. And now, most everyone knows at least what ransomware is.Today, we’ll be looking at those uncommon threats that may be the next major cyber threat facing small businesses.On a side note, according to a report by ADT security services, the Nigerian Prince scam email is still effective! In 2018, Americans lost $703,000 to this scam/threat! But let’s look let at our first emerging cyber threat for 2021 that could have an impact on your small business!



Account Takeover

• A means to information (PII)
• Accounts can be:

• Used by the criminal
• Sold on the dark web

 Practice good cyber hygiene
 Implement MFA
 Strong email security solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Account takeover is considered one of the more harmful and nefarious ways to access a user’s account. The attacker typically poses as a genuine customer, user or employee, eventually gaining entry to the accounts of the individual they’re impersonating. Scarier yet, user credentials can be sourced from the deep web and matched against e-commerce sites with the help of bots and other automated tools for quick and easy entry. We’ll cover that more in depth when we talk about some of the credential attacks.Some common methods utilized to conduct account takovers include proxy-based “checker” one-click apps, brute force botnet attacks, phishing and malware. Other methods include dumpster diving to find personal information in discarded mail, and outright buying lists of “Fullz,” a slang term for full packages of identifying information sold on the black market. Once the profile of the victim is purchased or built, an identity thief can use the information to defeat a knowledge-based authentication system.So how can you lower the risk of this threat. There are 3 ways: 1. train yourself and your employees to practice good cyber hygiene habits 2. implement Multi-Factor Authentication on your networks for employees and your customers if they have to log in to your site to interact with your business and 3. deploy a strong email security solution such as Proofpoint or SpamTitan (not an endorsement, just an example).



Angler Phishing

• A means to gain access or deploy malware
• Preying on emotions, especially frustration

 Post your social media practices
 How and when you’ll respond
 What info may be asked of customers

 Monitor your social media presence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’ve attended any of my webinars, you’ve probably already heard me talk about Angler Phishing. Angler phishing is the practice of masquerading as a customer service account on social media, hoping to reach a disgruntled consumer. About 55% of such attacks targeted customers of financial institutions, trying to lure victims into handing over access to their personal data or account credentials.Angler phishing typically plays out like this: an upset customer posts something on Facebook or Twitter like, "UGH! Can't believe [name of bank] did it to me again! Didn't post my direct deposit on time and now I've bounced three checks! #tiredofthis" This harmless social media post might help the customer vent a little, but it sets things in motion for an angler phishing attack.With the name of the bank or its social media account handle included in the post, scammers are ready to strike. Many of them even have automatic alerts activated so they can be informed when someone posts about a specific company. They will then reach out to the victim using an account like [Name of Bank] Customer Support Team, hoping you don't realize that it's not a real account.Their faux support is friendly, understanding and ever so cautious about sounding genuine. You're almost immediately offered the option to click a link to be taken directly to an agent who is standing by to help you. Clicking the link, however, installs malware on your computer, takes you to a video streaming site, or leads to some other avenue that seeks to get money and information from you.How would it look if your business was the one being impersonated to your customers? 



Business Email Compromise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business email compromise (BEC)—also known as email account compromise (EAC)—is one of the most financially damaging online crimes. It exploits the fact that so many of us rely on email to conduct business—both personal and professional.In a BEC scam, criminals send an email message that appears to come from a known source making a legitimate request, like in these examples:    A vendor your company regularly deals with sends an invoice with an updated mailing address.    A company CEO asks her assistant to purchase dozens of gift cards to send out as employee rewards. She asks for the serial numbers so she can email them out right away.    A homebuyer receives a message from his title company with instructions on how to wire his down payment.Versions of these scenarios happened to real victims. All the messages were fake. And in each case, thousands—or even hundreds of thousands—of dollars were sent to criminals instead. To conduct these attacks a cyber criminal will either spoof an email account (John.Kelly@somecompany.com instead of Jon.Kelly@somecompany.com), use phishing to compromise real email accounts, or use malware to capture credentials for real accounts.To protect you and your business, use strong passwords that change frequently, be careful what information you post on social media (birth dates, dogs names, etc.), train your employees on phishing, use MFA, verify financial requests in-person or independently.



Bill Fraud

• Money is the goal
• Service fee based society and automatic payments

 Pay based on invoice, not statements
 Separation of billing duties
 Manual payments
 Establish a culture of “trust but verify” in your employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bill fraud — or payment fraud — is any type of bogus or illegal transaction in which the cybercriminal will divert funds away from consumers. And these schemes work — according to the most recent data from the FTC, consumers reported losing about $1.48 billion related to fraud complaints in 2018, an increase of $406 million from 2017. This attack aims to trick a large number of users into repeatedly paying small or reasonable amounts of money so they don’t notice the scam. In this ploy, attackers send fraudulent but authentic-looking bills instructing customers to transfer funds from their accounts. 



Business Invoice Fraud

• Similar to Bill Fraud but target against businesses
• Money is still the goal
• Preying on lack of oversight / attention

 Internal controls i.e. dual approval
 Use 3-way matching: PO Invoice  Receipt
 Rotate accounting duties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business invoice fraud attempts to trick you into paying out on a fraudulent (but convincing) bill addressed to your organization. In reality, the funds you pay will go to imposters mimicking your suppliers. These hackers are often willing to bill you an amount that appears reasonable so as not to draw suspicion — like $1,500. But executing these scams hundreds or thousands of times quickly adds up. In this attack, you’ll be sent fake invoices attempting to steal your money in the hopes that you’re not paying attention to your accounts payable processes. Hackers will target you based on the size of your business, location and the suppliers you use and create phony invoices that appear legitimate. With the hopes that your accounts payable department is backlogged, they send false invoices with high demands like “90 days past due, pay now!” 



Credential Attacks

Credential Dumping
Credential Reuse Attack

Credential Stuffing
Masquerade Attack

 Implement MFA!
 Change passwords often

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this one, we are actually going to cover four different attacks: credential reuse attack, credential stuffing, and masquerade attacks. Credential dumping simply refers to an attack that relies on gathering credentials from a targeted system. Even though the credentials may not be in plain text — they’re often hashed or encrypted — an attacker can still extract the data and crack it offline on their own systems. This is why the attack is referred to as “dumping.” Often hackers will try to steal passwords from systems they have already compromised. Credentials obtained this way usually include those of privileged users, which may provide access to more sensitive information and system operations. Hackers often target a variety of sources to extract the credentials, including accounts like the security accounts manager (SAM), local security authority (LSA), NTDS from domain controllers or the group policy preference (GPP) files. Once attackers obtain valid credentials, they use them to move throughout a target network with ease, discovering new systems and identifying assets of interest. Credential reuse is a pervasive issue across any company or userbase. Nowadays, most users have tens (if not hundreds) of accounts, and are tasked with remembering countless passwords that meet all sorts of stringent requirements. As a result, they’ll resort to reusing the same password over and over again, in the hopes of better managing and remembering their credentials across accounts. In theory, the attack itself is simple, straightforward and surprisingly stealthy (if two-factor authentication isn’t activated). Once a user’s credentials are stolen, the culprit can try the same username and password on other consumer or banking websites until they get a match — hence the “reuse” in “credential reuse attack.”With credential stuffing, cybercriminals will use stolen account credentials — often usernames and passwords procured from a data breach — to access additional accounts by automating thousands or millions of login requests directed against your web application. They want to access your sensitive accounts the easy way — by simply logging in. It works because they rely on you or your colleagues reusing the same usernames and passwords across multiple services. If they’re successful, one credential can unlock accounts that house financial and proprietary information, giving them the keys to almost everything. Hackers only need access to login credentials, an automated tool and proxies to carry out a credential stuffing attack. Attackers will take a cache of usernames and passwords, gleaned from massive corporate breaches, and by using automated tools, essentially “stuffing” those credentials into the logins of other sites. A masquerade attack happens when a bad actor uses a forged or legitimate (but stolen) identity to gain unauthorized access to someone’s machine or an organization’s network via legitimate access identification. Depending on the level of access the permissions provide, masquerade attacks could give attackers access to an entire network. A masquerade attack can happen after users’ credentials are stolen, or through authenticating on unguarded machines and devices which have access to the target network. 



Cryptojacking

• After computing power / resources
• “Bank tellers” of crypto transactions

 Practice good cyber hygiene
 Ad-blocking or anti-cryptomining browser 

extensions
 Endpoint protection (AV / AM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we talk about cryptojacking, it’s important to understand what crypto mining is. In a nutshell, cryptocurrency mining is a term that refers to the process of gathering cryptocurrency as a reward for work that you complete. The term crypto mining means gaining cryptocurrencies by solving cryptographic equations through the use of computers. This process involves validating data blocks and adding transaction records to a public record (ledger) known as a blockchain. A simplistic way to look at it is crypto miners are the equivalent of bank tellers. The equations they are solving to complete crypto transactions takes lots of computing resources and they get paid for it with crypto currency.Cryptojacking is an attack where a hacker targets and hijacks your computer systems with malware that hides on your device and then exploits its processing power to mine for cryptocurrency — such as Bitcoin or Ethereum — all on your dime. Their mission is to create valuable cryptocurrency with your computing resources. One way attackers execute cryptojacking attacks is by sending a malicious link in a phishing email, enticing you to download cryptomining code directly onto your computer. Another way is by embedding a piece of JavaScript code into a webpage that you visit — known as a drive-by. Upon visiting the page, malicious code intended to mine cryptocurrency will automatically download on your machine. The cryptomining code then works silently in the background without your knowledge — and a slower than usual computer might be your only indication that something is wrong. 



Drive-by Download

• Exposure to multiple threats
• No clicking by users required

 Updates and system patches
 Use a browser extension that warns 

against potential harm
 Updates / patch regularly
 Disable java and java script

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A drive-by download refers to the unintentional download of malicious code onto a computer or mobile device that exposes users to different types of threats. Cybercriminals use drive-by downloads to steal and collect personal information, inject banking Trojans or introduce exploit kits or other malware to user devices. To be protected against drive-by downloads, regularly update or patch systems with the latest versions of apps, software, browsers and operating systems. It is also advisable to stay away from insecure or potentially malicious websites. What makes drive-by downloads different is that users do not need to click on anything to initiate the download. Simply accessing or browsing a website can activate the download. The malicious code is designed to download malicious files onto the victim’s device without the user’s knowledge. A drive-by download abuses insecure, vulnerable or outdated apps, browsers or even operating systems. 



IoT Threats

• Device access, then increased access
• Easy entry point, often “forgotten”

 Change default passwords!!!!!!!
 Disable Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
 Separate network for IoT devices
 Update firmware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are an estimated 22 billion connected IoT devices globally — a number that is projected to increase to 50 billion by 2030. However, these devices often lack security infrastructure, creating glaring vulnerabilities in the network that exponentially grow the attack surface and leave it susceptible to malware. Attacks delivered over IoT devices can include DDoS, ransomware and social engineering threats. Hackers and malicious nation-states can exploit vulnerabilities in connected IoT devices with sophisticated malware to gain access to a network so they can monitor users or steal intellectual property, classified or personally identifying data and other critical information. Once they infiltrate an IoT system, hackers can also use their newly gained access for lateral movement to other connected devices or to gain entry to a greater network for various malicious purposes. Along with IoT devices and the threats associated with them, there’s an emerging category….IoMT. The “m” is for medical. The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) has disrupted the future strategy of healthcare organizations and market segments as we know it. Leveraging IoMT has the power to unleash countless opportunities in diagnosing, treating and managing a patient’s health and wellness, and holds the key to lowering cost while improving quality of care. However, as the number of connected devices invariably grows, so does the cybersecurity risk. Major security breaches are a significant challenge for healthcare organizations, and with the increase in high-profile hacks and hospitals’ growing dependence on IoMT devices, cybersecurity is now of absolutely critical importance. 



Network Sniffing

• Seeking information and clues
• Digital equivalent of wiretaps
• Not new, but more lucrative due to 

the amount of information on 
networks now

 Encrypt traffic (VPNs)
 Avoid HTTP websites (use HTTPS)
 Stay off unsecure WiFi networks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network sniffing, also known as packet sniffing, is the real-time capturing, monitoring and analysis of data flowing within a network. Whether it’s via hardware, software or a combination of both, bad actors use sniffing tools to eavesdrop on unencrypted data from network packets, such as credentials, emails, passwords, messages and other sensitive information. Much like wiretapping scenarios in which someone listens in on phone calls for sensitive details, network sniffing works in the background, silently listening in as information is exchanged between entities on a network. This happens when attackers place a sniffer on a network via the installation of software or hardware plugged into a device that allows it to intercept and log traffic over the wired or wireless network the host device has access to. Due to the complexity inherent in most networks, sniffers can sit on the network for a long time before being detected. 



Shadow IT

• SaaS most common vulnerability
• Cloud storage, Google Apps, Concur
• Used for convenience and productivity

 Baseline configurations
 Access controls
 Training and awareness
 Auditing and monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shadow IT refers to IT applications and infrastructure that employees use without the knowledge and/or consent of their organization’s IT department. These can include hardware, software, web services, cloud applications and other programs. In general, well-intentioned employees innocently download and use these applications to make their work easier or more efficient. It’s a phenomenon so pervasive, that Gartner estimates a third of all enterprise cybersecurity attacks will be from shadow IT resources in 2020. Because users are accessing these applications largely under the radar, they are often unintentionally opening the floodgate for insider threats, data breaches and compliance violations. As the name suggests, the secretive nature of shadow IT is thanks to employees sharing or storing data on unauthorized cloud services, setting the stage for a host of security and compliance risks. Breaches can occur when employees upload, share or store critical or regulated data into shadow IT apps without appropriate security and data loss prevention (DLP) solutions. The exposed information then provides an easy target for insider threats and data theft, and can also lead to costly compliance violations. In addition, the applications themselves might be fraught with endpoint vulnerabilities and security gaps. 



System Misconfiguration

• Incorrectly configured, or missing, 
security controls

• Vulnerable software / hardware
• Use of default accounts

 Baseline configurations
 Update / patch regularly
 Monitor logs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Security misconfiguration is a wide spread problem that can put organizations at risk thanks to incorrectly configured security controls (or lack thereof). This can happen at almost any level of the IT and security stack, ranging from the company’s wireless network, to web and server applications, to custom code. This type of attack usually happens because of missing patches, use of default accounts, unnecessary services, insecure default configuration and poor documentation. This could range from the failure to set a security header on a web server, to forgetting to disable administrative access for certain levels of employees. This attack can also happen when hackers take root in legacy applications with inherent misconfigurations because of lack of updates. 



Typosquatting

• Purposely misspelled domain names
• Deliver malware or to make money

 Protect your domain
 Cipher Box domain protection for 

example
 Purchase all related domain URLs
 Run your own DNS Server

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typosquatting is a phishing attack where attackers take advantage of commonly misspelled domain names. Oftentimes, the guilty party isn’t actually looking to carry out an attack, but instead is holding out hope that a company, brand or person will buy the domain off them. But in other cases, thieves create malicious domains that closely resemble those of legitimate brands.This is not a sophisticated attack. It can be as simple as a 14-year-old registering a domain and then installing malicious code on said domain. The malicious form of this attack usually involves a hacker using faux domains to mislead users into interacting with malicious infrastructure. While you can educate your users and customers about the risks and threats posed by typosquatting, phishing and corporate espionage, human error is a fact of life. Of course, most adversaries are all too aware of this reality and will happily leverage it for insidious reasons whenever possible — like phishing with lookalike addresses, embedding faux command-and-control domains in malware, and hosting malicious content on domains that closely mimic your corporate servers. 



Watering Hole

• Social Engineering-esque
• Relies on predictability

 Anti-Malware on endpoints
 Utilize enterprise web gateways
 Strong email security solution
 Utilize virtual based or a secure 

cloud browser

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like a literal watering hole, a watering hole attack is one in which the user’s computer is compromised by visiting an infected website with malware designed to infiltrate their network and steal data or financial assets. The specific technique used is normally a zero-day attack — the goal being to infect the computer system with a zero-day exploit to gain access to their network for financial gain or proprietary information. The attackers will first profile their target to determine the websites they frequently visit, and from there, will look for vulnerabilities they can exploit. By exploiting these vulnerabilities, the attacker compromises these websites and then waits, knowing it’s only a matter of time before the user in question visits. The compromised website will, in turn, infect their network, allowing attackers to gain entry into their system and the ability to move laterally to other systems. 





Building the Texas Economy
One Business At a Time

UTSA SBDC 
Center for Government Contracting

https://cgc.txsbdc.org
(210) 458-2458

Each program within the Institute is funded through various state and federal programs, 

and respective service areas differ according to that particular program's mission.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, that’s everything that we are going to cover today. I want to provide you with my email address. It’s right there on the slide, troy dot Richardson at UTSA dot edu. Also, like us, follow us, and associate with us on social media. We’ve rededicated ourselves to having a social media presence and this is the place to get information on what we are up to, including future trainings, and any time sensitive information. Those links are being posted in the chat as well. If we can be of any assistance to your business, please reach out to me and we’ll schedule a one-on-one session to address any concerns you may have. With that thank you again for joining us today. I believe our training coordinator is going to send out an evaluation via email. Please, please take a few minutes to fill that out and return it to us so that we can improve our future offerings. With that, I am signing off. Stay safe and stay healthy! Goodbye.
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